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Abstract A surface cooling pattern in the equatorial Paciﬁc associated with a negative phase of the
Interdecadal Paciﬁc Oscillation is the leading hypothesis to explain the smaller rate of global warming
during 1998–2012, with these cooler than normal conditions thought to have accelerated the oceanic heat
uptake. Here using a 30-member ensemble simulation of a global Earth system model, we show that in 10%
of all simulated decades with a global cooling trend, the eastern equatorial Paciﬁc actually warms. This
implies that there is a 1 in 10 chance that decadal hiatus periods may occur without the equatorial Paciﬁc
being the dominant pacemaker. In addition, the global ocean heat uptake tends to slow down during hiatus
decades implying a fundamentally different global climate feedback factor on decadal time scales than on
centennial time scales and calling for caution inferring climate sensitivity from decadal-scale variability.
1. Introduction
Between 1998 and 2012 the rate of increase in global mean surface temperature (GMST; 0.15°C/15 years) was
only about half of that of the preceding 26 years period [Karl et al., 2015] and much lower than projected by
most climate model simulations [Fyfe et al., 2013]. This temporary slowdown in global warming (often called
the “global warming hiatus” or “global surface warming slowdown”) occurred despite the unabated and
anthropogenically driven increase in radiative forcing. This apparent inconsistency between the observed
slowdown in global warming and the continued intensiﬁcation of radiative forcing and the continued simulated global warming in climate models has generated intense scientiﬁc, political, and public debates
[Boykoff, 2014], primarily because of its implications for the understanding of the human interference with
the climate system.
Several groups of explanations have been proposed to interpret the observed decadal-scale slowdown in
global warming. One group of studies suggested that the radiative forcing had increased at a smaller rate
in the 2000s than in previous decades [Lean and Rind, 2008; Solomon et al., 2010; Kaufmann et al., 2011;
Estrada et al., 2013; Santer et al., 2014]. Other studies suggested that global warming over the last decade
had been larger than thought because of previously unaccounted inhomogeneities in the sea surface temperature (SST) data caused by changes in the network of SST observations [Karl et al., 2015] and because
of the geographical incompleteness of the observations, especially over the Arctic [Cowtan and Way,
2014]. Although these processes and observational data issues may have affected to some degree recent
trends in GMST, the persistent positive planetary energy imbalance at the top of the atmosphere
[Trenberth et al., 2014] and the persistent increase in ocean heat storage [Levitus et al., 2012; Roemmich
et al., 2015] over the last two decades imply that the recent slowdown in global warming must mainly result
from internal stochastic climate variability [e.g., Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Meehl et al., 2011, 2013;
Trenberth and Fasullo, 2013; Marotzke and Forster, 2015; Fyfe et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016].
Recent research suggests that decadal variability in the Paciﬁc Ocean associated with a persistent negative
phase of the Interdecadal Paciﬁc Oscillation (IPO) and the associated increase in subsurface ocean heat
uptake due to intensiﬁed trade winds is responsible for the recent slowdown in global warming [Meehl
et al., 2011; Trenberth and Fasullo, 2013; England et al., 2014; Nieves et al., 2015].
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Most climate models that participated in the ﬁfth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5) simulate an unabated increase in global mean surface temperature since 1998, in contrast to the
observed warming slowdown [Fyfe et al., 2013; England et al., 2015]. A small part of the discrepancies may
be explained by errors in the volcanic, solar, and greenhouse gas forcing data sets used to drive the CMIP5
models in the 2000s [Schmidt et al., 2014]. However, many studies suggest that the differences are mainly
caused by internal stochastic climate variability as the fully coupled models simulate their own magnitude,
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frequency, and phasing of internal variability [Maher et al., 2014; Meehl et al., 2014; Marotzke and Forster, 2015;
Roberts et al., 2015; Medhaug et al., 2017]. Differences between the models and observations can be reconciled when taking into account internal variability [Maher et al., 2014; Risbey et al., 2014]. Pacemaker experiments that forced the surface of the equatorial Paciﬁc to follow the observed temperature evolution
successfully reproduced the recent slowdown in global warming [Kosaka and Xie, 2013], underscoring the
dominant role of the tropical Paciﬁc in explaining the recent global temperature evolution. However, recent
studies using fully coupled model simulations suggest that a slowdown in global warming may also occur,
while the IPO is transitioning into a positive phase [Maher et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2015] and that other processes in the Indian, Atlantic, and Southern Oceans may also have contributed to the slowdown [Meehl et al.,
2013; Dai et al., 2015]. However, these previous studies combined either simulations from a wide range of
models with different complexities and with different magnitudes and frequencies of internal variability, or
they used simulations with only a small number of ensemble members. Large ensemble simulations with a
single climate model have, so far, rarely been used to investigate the probability and mechanisms of global
warming hiatus decades [Kay et al., 2015].
Using a global energy budget perspective, several studies concluded that global warming slowdown was
accompanied by an accelerated ocean heat uptake during those years [Balmaseda et al., 2013; Drijfhout
et al., 2014]. Some studies suggested that the Paciﬁc Ocean had taken up more heat during the recent hiatus
period [England et al., 2014], whereas other studies suggest that also the Indian Ocean [Lee et al., 2015],
Atlantic Ocean, and Southern Oceans [Chen and Tung, 2014] had contributed to the accelerated global ocean
heat uptake. A recent study by Xie et al. [2016] questioned the predominant view of an accelerated ocean
heat uptake during the hiatus decade. They use climate model simulations to show that ocean heat uptake
may actually decrease during hiatus decades, implying distinct energy budgets for natural and anthropogenic changes during decadal hiatus decades. Xie et al. [2016] analyzed ocean heat content (OHC) changes
in the top 700 m only and thus neglect any potential deep ocean warming [Levitus et al., 2012; Balmaseda
et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2017]. Nevertheless, it has been shown earlier that global OHC changes and GMST
are not well correlated on decadal-scale time scales in preindustrial control climate model simulations
[Palmer et al., 2011; Palmer and McNeall, 2014]. However, it is difﬁcult to pinpoint the oceanic sink for the
“missing heat” [Trenberth et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2016] due to the large historical uncertainty in estimated
ocean heat content changes owing to systematic errors in temperature measurements and owing to insufﬁcient temperature data coverage [Cheng et al., 2017]. It remains therefore unclear if the oceanic uptake of
heat is accelerated during internal stochastic-driven periods of reduced global warming.
In this paper, we highlight that the equatorial Paciﬁc is not the sole driver for generating hiatus-like decades
and we assess ocean heat content changes during hiatus decades. Using output from a 30-member ensemble simulation of a single Earth system model, we show that (i) 10% of the global warming hiatus periods
show a warming in the Equatorial Paciﬁc and that (ii) global ocean heat uptake tends to slow down during
hiatus periods.

2. Methods
2.1. GFDL ESM2M 30-Member Ensemble Simulation
We use output from a 30-member ensemble simulation [Rodgers et al., 2015] of the global coupled carbon
climate Earth system model developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL ESM2M)
[Dunne et al., 2012]. The physical core of the model is based on CM2.1 [Delworth et al., 2006]. The atmospheric
model has a horizontal resolution of 2° × 2.5° and 24 vertical levels. The ocean model MOM4p1 consists of 50
vertical levels and has a horizontal resolution of 1° or less.
The individual 30-member ensemble simulations cover the 1950–2100 period and are forced with the same
historical and 21st century high business-as-usual greenhouse gas Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5
(RCP8.5) scenario (Figure S1 in the supporting information) [Rodgers et al., 2015]. The individual ensemble
members differ only in the initial state of all model components (ocean, land, sea ice, and atmosphere) at
midnight of 1 January in year 1950: While ensemble member 1 is a direct continuation of a historical
1861–1949 simulation, the ensemble members 2 to 30 use the state of ensemble member 1 at midnight of
1–29 January in year 1950 as their initial state on 1 January 1950. The state of the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) in the ensemble members is randomized within 5 years [Wittenberg et al., 2014]. Thus,
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the differences in the initial conditions are sufﬁcient to represent internal stochastic climate variability in the
simulation ensemble.
The GFDL ESM2M simulates well the changes in the ocean energy budget over the historical period. The
simulated ocean heat uptake since 1960 integrated over different depth levels and the response in ocean
heat content to the Pinatubo volcanic eruption is in good agreement with observation-based estimates
(Figure S2) [Frölicher et al., 2015; Gleckler et al., 2016].
2.2. Analysis Methods
We focus the identiﬁcation of hiatus and accelerated warming periods in the large ensemble simulation to
the 2005–2024 period. This period has been chosen to minimize the inﬂuence of the decadal-scale warming
recovery of the Pinatubo eruption in 1991 while still being as close as possible to the observed hiatus period
from 1998 to 2014. Observation-based and climate model analysis have shown that the time scale of the
GMST recovery after the Pinatubo eruption is about 5–7 years and that the time scale of the OHC recovery,
in particular, in the subsurface, is more than a decade (Figure S2c) [Stenchikov et al., 2009; Frölicher et al.,
2011; Ding et al., 2014; Lehner et al., 2016]. Hiatus decades are deﬁned as periods with linear decadal GMST
trends of zero (0°C decade1) or lower, which contrasts with the decadal 30-member ensemble mean
GMST trend between 2005 and 2024 of 0.17°C. To ensure that both the hiatus and accelerated warming decades have the same deviation from the decadal ensemble mean trend, we set the threshold for the accelerated warming decades to 0.34°C decade1.
We calculated 330 running linear least squares GMST trends over the 2005–2024 period (30-ensemble members × 11 decadal trends), and we treated each event independently. If not otherwise stated, surface air temperature and SST are given as a trend anomaly, i.e., the difference between the linear decadal trend during a
hiatus or an accelerated warming decade and the ensemble mean trend of the respective decade, the latter
reﬂecting the mean response to the external forcing.
The OHC for different depth levels (0–109 m, 110–788 m, 789–2158 m, and full depth) is determined using the
simulated potential ocean temperature T, the simulated sea water potential density ρ, and the speciﬁc heat
content of sea water cp: OHC ¼ cp ∫a1 ∫z1 T ða; zÞρða; zÞdadz. The speciﬁc heat capacity of seawater is assumed
to be constant (cp = 4039.4 J kg1 K1). z1 and z2 are the lower and upper limits of the layer depth, and a
denotes the surface area. The effect of variations in cp on OHC is very small and does not affect our main
results. The change in OHC is given as the difference between the centered 3 year averages of the ﬁrst
and the last year of the hiatus or accelerated warming decade relative to the ensemble mean change during
the same decade. As a measure of the strength of the shallow subtropical overturning cell (STC) we use the
difference between the mean meridional overturning circulation (MOC) between 10°N and 20°N and the
mean MOC between 20°S and 10°S in the top 150 m of the Paciﬁc. The Indonesian throughﬂow (ITF) transport
is deﬁned as the full depth net transport entering the Indian Ocean at 115°E between 25°S and 8°S. The
strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is calculated as the maximum MOC north
of 20°N below 300 m, and the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) formation is given by the minimum of the MOC
south of 60°S. To remove spurious drifts, all variables analyzed in this study are detrended with a linear trend
obtained from an accompanying 150 yearlong preindustrial control integration. The signiﬁcance of the
changes in Figures 2 and 4 are calculated based on an unpaired two-sample t test. The degrees of freedom
are approximated using the Welch-Satterthwaite equation and adjusted for autocorrelation.
a2 z2

3. Results
3.1. Simulated Global Mean Surface Temperature Trends
The model simulates 41 hiatus and 41 accelerated warming decades out of the total 330 decadal trends
possible within the analysis period and the number of ensemble members (Figure 1a). The probability of
simulating hiatus events decreases rapidly for longer trend periods with only three out of one hundred eighty
15 year periods showing a trend lower than zero (Figure 1b). The longest simulated hiatus event lasts 17 years,
but we need to point out that the sample size is reduced when analyzing longer hiatus events, as we only
analyze the 2005–2024 period. A similar picture emerges for accelerated warming decades (Figure 1c). The
10 year periods with warming larger than 0.34°C decade1 are quite common, but there are very few periods
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Figure 1. (a) Histogram of 330 simulated decadal GMST trends between 2005 and 2024. Hiatus decades are in blue, and accelerated warming (labeled as “AW”) decades are in red. (b, c) Probability of simulated GMST trends between 2005 and 2024 as a function of trend length (x axis) and trend magnitude (y axis). The largest
1
1
trend magnitude in Figure 1b and smallest in 1c is the threshold for 1b hiatus (≤0°C decade ) and 1c accelerated warming (≥0.34°C decade ) decades.

longer than 10 years. The longest simulated accelerated warming period is 19 years. Hiatus and accelerated
warming periods are temporally correlated. Following the termination of a hiatus decade, there is a 59% probability of a warmer than average decadal warming trend. Cooling trends become more unlikely in the future
under the RCP8.5 greenhouse gas scenario. Only 1 out of 330 decades over the 2041–2060 period is a hiatus
decade, and no hiatus decade is simulated over 2081–2100. This is qualitatively in agreement with previous
studies [e.g., Easterling and Wehner, 2009; Maher et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2015; Medhaug and Drange, 2016].
3.2. Simulated Sea Surface Temperature Trend Patterns
A SST trend anomaly composite of the simulated 41 hiatus decades shows cool anomalies in the eastern tropical Paciﬁc, ﬂanked by warm anomalies in the western North Paciﬁc and subtropical South Paciﬁc, reminiscent of a negative IPO phase (Figure 2a). Indeed, the correlation between this anomaly composite pattern
and the IPO pattern obtained from a 1500 year preindustrial control simulation of the GFDL ESM2M is relatively high (r2 = 0.56 between 100°E–70°W and 40°S–60°N). The IPO in the control simulation was deﬁned
as the second empirical orthogonal function of yearly data smoothed with a 13 year running. The simulated
mean SST trend anomaly in the Niño3.4 region is 0.66°C decade1 (blue bars in Figure 2b), larger than the
observed trend anomaly of 0.10°C decade1 over 1998–2014 relative 1950–1997 in the Niño3.4 region
[Huang et al., 2015]. It has been shown that the GFDL ESM2M simulates rather strong ENSO amplitudes
[Bellenger et al., 2014]. During the accelerated warming decades, the ensemble mean SST trend anomaly in
the Niño3.4 region is 0.87°C decade1 (red bars in Figure 2b). The composite of the SST trend anomaly patterns for the accelerated warming decades is almost exactly opposite to the hiatus composite (Figure S3a).
The pattern correlation coefﬁcient (r2) of the temperature anomaly patterns of the mean hiatus and accelerated warming decades is 0.87.
Whereas the composite of SST trend anomaly patterns during hiatus decades shows a pronounced cooling in
the eastern tropical Paciﬁc (Figure 2a), there are four hiatus decades (or 10% of all 41 hiatus decades) that do
not simulate a cooling anomaly in the Niño3.4 region (green bars in Figure 2b; Figures 2c–2f). Averaged over
the four speciﬁc hiatus periods (all cover different time periods but have by deﬁnition identical length of
10 years), the simulated SST trend anomaly in the Niño3.4 region is 0.13 ± 0.08°C decade1. Predominant
La Niña (or negative IPO) periods thus cannot explain the decadal-scale global cooling in these four speciﬁc
decades. There are also three accelerated warming decades with negative SST trend anomalies in the Niño3.4
region (brown bars in Figure 2b; Figures S3b–S3d). In addition, decades with strong negative SST trend
anomalies in the Niño3.4 region are not necessarily hiatus decades. Only 15 out of 41 hiatus decades are part
of the 41 strongest La Niña decades. A similar picture emerges when investigating the IPO instead of the
ENSO SST patterns. Strong negative IPO phases are not necessarily hiatus decades. This is because the IPO
and ENSO SST patterns in the equatorial Paciﬁc are highly correlated on decadal time scales in GFDL ESM2M.
The individual regional SST trend anomaly patterns of the four speciﬁc hiatus periods that simulate warming
over the Niño3.4 region are very heterogeneous (Figures 2c–2e; individual SST trend patterns for all 41 hiatus
decades are shown in Figure S4). The ratio between the mean of the four-member SST trend anomalies and
one standard deviation between the four-member SST trend anomalies is less than 1 in 83% of the ocean
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Figure 2. (a) Composite of the simulated SST trend anomaly patterns of all hiatus decades relative to the ensemble mean trend of all ensemble members. (c–f) The
same as Figure 2a but for the four individual hiatus decades that have a warming trend anomaly in the Niño3.4 region. (b) SST trend anomalies relative to the
ensemble mean in the Niño3.4 region (120°W–170°W, 5°S–5°N) for all individual 330 decades (labeled as “All”; grey), hiatus decades (“Hiatus”, blue), accelerated
warming decades (“AW”; red), hiatus decades with a warming trend anomaly in the Niño3.4 region (“Hiatus_EPW,” green), and accelerated warming decades with a
cooling trend anomaly (“AW_EPC,” brown). Stippling in Figure 2a indicates signiﬁcant changes.

surface areas. Using the K-means clustering approach [Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007], we could not ﬁnd any
distinctive climate mode or superposition of climate modes that can explain the SST patterns of all these
four hiatus decades together.
3.3. Simulated Changes in Ocean Heat Content and Circulation
The rate of change in global OHC is reduced by 0.47 ± 0.96 × 1022 J decade1 during hiatus decades (large
blue point in Figure 3a) relative to the ensemble mean rate of OHC change of 12.80 ± 0.97 × 1022 J decade1.
Only 34% of all hiatus decades show a positive anomalous rate of global OHC change during hiatus decades.
Only 56% and 29% of all hiatus decades show an increase in the Paciﬁc and Indian Oceans heat content relative to the ensemble mean. However, the spread in OHC changes among the individual hiatus and accelerated warming members is large (individual blue and red points in Figure 3a), implying that SST trends are
not characteristic for changes in global OHC and vice versa on decadal time scales (r2 between decadal
OHC changes and decadal SST trends is only 0.21 for all 330 decades). Also, the simulated changes in the
anomalous rate of OHC change for the hiatus members with warming in the Niño3.4 region (green crosses in
Figure 3a) differ widely. Nonconsistent changes in the rate of OHC changes are also simulated for the accelerated warming decades with cooling in the Niño3.4 region (brown crosses in Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. (a) Linear decadal trend in global SST anomalies (x axis) versus decadal changes in the rate of global OHC changes (y axis) relative to the ensemble mean.
The large blue and red points indicate the average of all hiatus and accelerated warming decades, respectively. (b) Bars indicate mean changes in the rate of OHC
changes during hiatus decades relative to the ensemble mean integrated over different depth levels. (c) The same as Figure 3b but for accelerated warming
periods. In all panels, grey points are for all individual decades, light blue points are for hiatus decades, light red points are for accelerated warming decades,
green crosses indicate hiatus decades with warming trend anomalies in the Niño3.4 region (Hiatus_EPW), and brown crosses indicate accelerated warming
decades with cooling trend anomalies (AW_EPC). The 5th and 95th percentiles are shown with small vertical lines in Figures 3b and 3c.

A large vertical redistribution of ocean heat is simulated during both hiatus (Figure 3b) and accelerated
warming decades (Figure 3c). During hiatus decades (Figure 3b), the anomalous rate of OHC changes above
110 m depth is signiﬁcantly reduced by 1.0 ± 0.6 × 1022 J decade1, a reduction of 67% compared to the average trend of all ensemble decades of 1.5±0.9 × 1022 J decade1. In deeper layers, the rate of OHC change is
enhanced during hiatus decades. Integrated from 110 m to 788 m, the rate of OHC change is
0.12 ± 0.79 × 1022 J decade1 larger than the ensemble mean trend of 6.2 ± 1.0 × 1022 J decade1.
Between 789 and 2158 m, the anomalous rate of OHC changes is 0.37 ± 0.6 × 1022 J decade1. Below that,
the changes in OHC are small. In general, the spread among the individual hiatus decades is very large
and even the sign of the anomalous rate of OHC changes can differ (individual blue points in Figure 3b).
The four hiatus decades with warming in the surface equatorial Paciﬁc show all different anomalous rates
of OHC changes at the different depth levels (green crosses in Figure 3b). As for SST, the anomalous rates
of OHC changes at different depth levels during accelerated warming periods are generally opposite to
the hiatus periods (Figure 3c).
A regional breakdown of OHC changes during hiatus decades indicates that 37% of the global decrease
in the rate of OHC changes above 110 m occurs in the equatorial Paciﬁc (Figure S5) between 20°N and
20°S (Figure 4a). The stronger STC during hiatus decades (0.13 ± 0.66 sverdrup (Sv), Figure 4e) leads to
enhanced equatorial upwelling of cold waters to the surface in the eastern equatorial Paciﬁc, reducing
the OHC in the upper 100 m (Figures 4a and S6a). At the same time, the stronger STCs enhance the heat
convergence in the subtropics of each hemisphere producing warming below 100 m (Figures 4a and S6a).
A similar pattern is simulated in the Indian Ocean with a OHC decrease in the top 110 m and an OHC
increase in the subsurface of the tropics (Figures 4b and S6b). Part of the tropical subsurface increase
stems from local heat reorganizations in the Indian Ocean, but part of the increase also originates from
an enhanced heat transport from the Paciﬁc through the Indonesian passages to the Indian Ocean. The
ITF strength is not signiﬁcantly different during hiatus decades than during the ensemble mean
(0.05 ± 0.45 Sv, Figure 4f), but the overall heat transport from the Paciﬁc into the Indian Ocean is larger.
The reduction in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) of 0.20 ± 0.56 Sv during hiatus
decades (Figure 4g) and the associated decrease in the subduction of cold surface water into the deeper
ocean causes a warming effect in the subsurface North Atlantic (Figures 4c and S6c). Similarly, the
decrease in the AABW of 0.71 ± 3.2 Sv (Figure 4h) and associated reduction in convection of cold
surface waters to the deeper ocean causes a small warming south of 60°S at depth during hiatus decades
(Figures 4d and S6d). In general, however, the spread in local OHC and ocean circulation changes across
the individual hiatus decades is large, and changes are generally not signiﬁcantly different from ensemble
mean changes. This underscores again that no single mechanisms can explain the differences between
the hiatus members.
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Figure 4. (a–d) Composite of zonally integrated OHC anomalies during hiatus decades relative to the ensemble mean change for the Paciﬁc Ocean (Figure 4a), the
Indian Ocean (Figure 4b), the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 4c), and the Southern Ocean (Figure 4d). (e–h) Trend in the strength of the STCs (Figure 4e), the ITF (Figure 4f),
the AMOC (Figure 4g), and the AABW (Figure 4h) formation during hiatus decades relative to the ensemble mean trend of all decades. The bars indicate the
ensemble mean of all hiatus decades, the points show the individual hiatus decades, and the green crosses indicate the hiatus decades with zero or positive SST
trend anomalies in the Niño3.4 region. Stippling in Figures 4a–4d indicates signiﬁcant changes. The 5th and 95th percentiles are shown with small horizontal lines
in Figures 4e–4h.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
We show that the GFDL ESM2M large ensemble simulates a wide range of different anomalous SST trend patterns during hiatus and accelerated warming decades. In general, the dominant driver of causing internal stochastic variability-driven hiatus-like decades is the eastern equatorial tropical Paciﬁc, in agreement with
previous studies [Kosaka and Xie, 2013; England et al., 2014]. However, 10% of the simulated hiatus decades
are associated with a surface warming of the eastern tropical Paciﬁc implying that there is a 1 in 10 chance
that internal stochastic variability-driven hiatus like decades occur without the equatorial Paciﬁc being the
dominant pacemaker. Our study agrees with the study by Roberts et al. [2015] who showed that the CMIP5
models can simulate marked differences in the magnitude and patterns of SST changes during hiatus decades. However, the intercomparison of the CMIP5 models is difﬁcult as the models have differing resolutions,
physics, and initial conditions. Therefore, the spread in the CMIP5 models usually originates from different
model formulations and internal stochastic climate variability. Unlike the CMIP5 model spread, the simulated
spread in the anomalous SST trend patterns in our study is based on internal stochastic climate variability
alone. Our large 30-member ensemble simulation highlights the large spread in simulated ocean circulation
changes and associated changes in OHC and surface warming patterns among the individual ensemble
members during hiatus decades. This is in contrast to Meehl et al. [2011, 2013], who use a ﬁve-member
ensemble simulation to predominately analyze the ensemble mean response.
Simple energy balance models suggest that the surface temperature change is equal the difference between
the radiative forcing and the ocean heat uptake divided by the climate feedback parameter [Gregory et al.,
2004]. A slowdown in the rate of global warming under constant radiative forcing would therefore imply
an accelerated ocean heat uptake. However, our results show that the rate of ocean heat content changes
tends to decrease during hiatus periods relative to the ensemble mean, opposite to what is expected from
the simple global energy balance model and opposite from what the GFDL ESM2M simulates on centennial
time scales [Frölicher et al., 2013]. Xie et al. [2016] have shown that the maximum ocean heat uptake is usually
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delayed behind the peak cold phase for interannual-to-decadal variability consistent with our study. Our
results imply distinct different relationships between surface temperature and OHC changes for natural
decadal-scale variability and long-term anthropogenic warming [Brown et al., 2014; Palmer and McNeall,
2014; Xie et al., 2016]. In other words, the climate feedback factor, which is proportional to OHC changes
divided by temperature changes, obtained during decadal-scale hiatus periods may be different and sometimes may even have the opposite sign relative to the climate feedback factor obtained from forced centennial time scale climate change. This calls for caution when inferring long-term feedbacks from short-term
observations or model simulations [Dalton and Shell, 2013; Dessler, 2013; Zhou et al., 2016].
We show that the anomalous rate of OHC changes is generally reduced in the top 100 m and enhanced below
during hiatus decades, consistent with previous studies [e.g., Meehl et al., 2011]. The enhanced subsurface
ocean heat uptake in the Paciﬁc Ocean during hiatus decades is mainly caused by enhanced subduction
of heat into the deeper ocean due to stronger subtropical cells in the Paciﬁc Ocean. The anomalous warming
in the subsurface tropical Indian Ocean is partly associated with an enhanced heat transport by the ITF.
However, the large spread among the individual simulated hiatus decades suggests that no single mechanisms can explain the general increase in subsurface ocean heat uptake [Meehl et al., 2011, 2013; England
et al., 2014].
Even though we consider these conclusions as robust, two possible caveats need to be discussed. First, the
observed hiatus decade lasted about 15 years (much longer than our 10 year deﬁnition of a hiatus period),
and the temperature trend over this period was 0.10°C/decade (larger than our decadal SST trend threshold
of 0°C/decade). Adopting these threshold, i.e., by deﬁning a hiatus period as a period with a linear 15 year
GMST trends of 0.10°C/decade or lower, we identify 36 hiatus periods out of the 210 15 year trends possible
between 2005 and 2024 (Figure S7). There are thirteen 15 year periods that do not simulate a cooling anomaly in the Niño3.4 region. Similarly, there are also nine 15 year periods (with a linear 15 year GMST trend of
0.25°/decade C or higher) that do not simulate a warming anomaly in the Niño3.4 region during an accelerated warming decade. We therefore conclude that our original thresholds, i.e., 10 years with a decadal GMST
trend of 0°C or lower, are more stringent to detect hiatus periods. This implies that an internal variabilitydriven hiatus period with a threshold akin to the observed “hiatus” (with or without warming anomaly in
the Niño3.4 region) may occur more often than our analysis suggests. Second, the robustness of our results
may depend on the ability of the GFDL ESM2M model to accurately simulate internal stochastic climate variability. Bellenger et al. [2014] showed that the GFDL ESM2M model exhibits a broad spectrum of ENSO variability consistent with observations, increasing the conﬁdence in our results. However, the GFDL ESM2M
simulates rather strong interannual GMST variations associated with ENSO variability [Dunne et al., 2012;
Bellenger et al., 2014]. We tried to account for this bias by using a relative large threshold for the deﬁnition
of a hiatus decade (i.e., linear decadal GMST trend ≤0°C decade1). Nevertheless, our experiments should
be repeated with other models, to evaluate the robustness of these results.
In summary, our large ensemble simulations suggest that decadal-scale hiatus periods in global mean surface
temperature can arise entirely at random without having colder than normal equatorial Paciﬁc decadal SST
trends and accelerated ocean heat uptake. Our results imply limited predictability for decadal forecasts of surface warming and ocean heat content patterns.
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